In superconducting magnets the field quality is determined by, amongst other factors, the accuracy in the positioning of the superconducting coil blocks, rather than by the iron shape (as in conventional magnets). Moreover, for a large storage ring like the sse, there is a strong incentive to keep the magnet aperture as small as possible in order to reduce cost. For these reasons, high-order multipolar magnetic imperfections play a greater role than * We consider here and in what follows the stability of proton beams only.
For electrons other considerations, like the sextupolar correction for storage rings and radiation damping, come into play. ** In what follows, we define high-order resonances as those of order higher than 5 (Sv = p).
t High-order resonances have been observed in the ISR attributable to the presence of the high-B superconducting quadrupole,l but experimental evidence is rather limited. 1 ... they do in machines like the ISR or the SPS p-p. How great their role is is not yet known, and the motivation for these experiments and others, which may follow, is to shed some light on the beam dynamics and on the theoretical models.
It is generally accepted that high-order nonlinear resonances alone do not pose a threat to the stability of the beam, because the nonlinear detuning, always present in a real dynamic situation, prevents indefinite buildup of amplitudes. In order to have beam diffusion, some time-dependent fac-.
tors have to be introduced, such as repeated crossing of a resonance due to synchrotron oscillations or power supply ripple. Moreover, in order to have grQwth, the betatron phase must be random at each crossing. If it is not, the particle amplitude is modulated and no growth occurs unless the unperturbed tune lies on a synchro-betatron resonance.
A randomizing process has been proposed 2 • 3 consisting of nonlinear detuning and a low modulation frequency. This model predicts that a low frequency is more harmful than a high frequency, because of the appearance of stochasticity when syncbro-betatron resonances overlap.
In this report we describe an experiment which was conducted at the SPS to observe the combined effects of a single isolated high-order nonlinear resonance, nonlinear detuning, and tune modulation. The nonlinear resonance, as well as the nonlinear detuning, was driven by a nonlinear lens, which had been previously used at the SPS for the study of the beam-beam interactions. 4
The nonlinear motion of a particle in the field of the lens is discussed.
II. BEAM DYNAMICS WITH A NONLINEAR LENS

A. Resonance Width and Nonlinear Detuning
The nonlinear lens installed in the SPS is similar to the one built at the ISR to simulate the beam-beam effects.· 5 It consists of a pair of currentcarrying copper bars which can be positioned above and below the beam to produce a very nonlinear magnetic field.
The magnetic field components can be obtained from Ampere's law. With the nomenclature of Figure 1 , they are
Here, 1 is the lens current, and h is the half distance of the axis of the conductors.
The quadrupole gradient for small amplitudes and the linear tune shift AvL (horizontal or vertical) are then respectively. L is the bar length, 8 is the horizontal or vertical x,y 8-function values at the bar location, and Bp is the magnetic rigidity. 3 We consider the one-dimensional motion in the vertical plane
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where n~ • h 2 /B, l"'d • d/f6, and d is the lena displacement with respect to the beam axis. If the lens is localized over a small distance L, the azimuthal de-.
The Hamiltonian of (4) is {7) with 4 We transform, as is customary, to the new variables £,, via the transformation n • -~ cos ' ; n' • 12v£ sin ' ' (8) and the new Hamiltonian becomes (9) The phase equation is, afFer some wanipulations and introducing the transverse emittance ET • 2£/V, The resonance width Av is obtained by transforming to the "slow" phase n ~ • ~ -pA/n and averaging the coefficient of the slowly varying term cos o~: 
The higher multipoles have a very strong effect in the vertical plane at large amplitude, especially for a misaligned lens. The resonance widths at large amplitude are stronger than expected from this formula in the vertical plane, as would be expected from the increase in field atrength with amplitude. On the contrary, they are considerably weaker in the horizontal plane.
*They can, in fact, be integrated exactly, as has been.shown by E. Courant.
B. Islands Width and Tune Modulation
Let us introduce the slow phase W • -~ + p8/n in the Hamiltonian (9).
Let us write the new Hamiltonian, in absence of tune modulation and in the vicinity of a resonance of order n, as
In this form, vn~ dVn(£)/d£ is the reaonance width, and dU(£)/d£ is the nonlinear detunina. Both have already been defined. 
The island width is 6
In the presence of tune modulation the resonance at v • p/n is split into sidebands separated by 6v • V /n and reduced in strength by the factor s A A J (n6v/vs>, where v is the synchrotron tune, 6v the peak modulation m s amplitude, and m the order of the satellite.
The separation of these islands in the variable £ is (19) and their width is
The stochastic limit is achieved when the is lands' separation ia equal 
III. blONLIHEAR LENS AND SUPERCOHDUCTIHG MAGNET FIELD ERRORS
Coil positioning errors are the main sources of magnetic imperfections in superconducting magnets. The high-order multipoles in these magnets are much stronger than is conventional magnets, and there is some concern over the long-term stability of the beam in the presence of magnetic imperfections in superconducting storage rings.
We discuss the analogy between these imperfections and the field created by the nonlinear lens. We suggest that such a nonlinear lens may be used in existing conventional accelerators (like the SPS or the FHAL accelerator) to test the stability of the beam in superconducting accelerators and the validity of the tolerance criterion which will be adopted for the coil positioning errors.
For coil dominated superconducting magnets with the coil block placed within the iron shield, and with blocks arranged in a cos e current distribution, the result for the rms error multipoles at the magnet center, neglecting the iron shield, has been derived and a rough form of this result is, for the main dipoles, AB is the field at the displacement x from the center along the median plane.
B is the main bending field, or, in the case of quadrupoles, the field gra-
The nonlinear coefficients of the nonlinear lens are 4
( Abn) lens = (25) We now assume that the stop-band width excited by a single multipole coefficient is a measure of the strength of the nonlinearity. For the superconducting dipoles in the sse we have, for the rms value of the one-dimensional stop-band width,
Similarly, for the nonlinear lens in the SPS, 10. The stop-band widths quoted further on have been computed with the correct formula which takes into account all the elements in the ring, each with its own value of the a function.
The ratio of the stop-band widths in sse and in the SPS is thus
where (29) and a is the betatron beam size in the magnet or the lens locations.
• For perfect analogy, the term
should be constant for all H's. Evidently, this condition cannot be satisfied, but a set of parameters can be found which, for a resonance up to a certain order, gives stop-band widths of the same magnitude.
As an example, we give the stop-band widths computed according to the formula (12) and with the following lens parameters: 
IV. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
The SPS was set up with injection at 26 GeV. The lattice was the normal lattice used for fixed target physics (no low B's). The beam was accelerated to 270 GeV and an indefinitely long flat top was manually set up for a good pulse.
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The beam current at 270 GeV was low, about 5 x 10 ppp. Each pulse consisted of a fast extracted CPS pulse filling one eleventh of the SPS circumference. The low beam current was desirable to avoid confusion by collective instabilities.
The intensity was, however, high enough to obtain a good signal on the Schottky monitors.
After The spread in revolution frequencies Afrev is shown in Figure 3 ; n is a multiple of the revolution frequency, equal to 247 in our case; n • 1. It is also the value pertinent to the case of a maximum betatron amplitude of 2.4 mm in the regular cells (see Table 1 ).
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The The results of the experiments described above are summarized in Table 2. 20 
VI. RESULTS. EIGHTH-ORDER RESONANCE STUDIES
An experiment similar in procedure to the one just described was conducted Table 3 .
Because of machine problems, a more extensive investig;~tion could not be carried out. The results collected so far, however, show the same behavior observed during the study of the 5th-order resonance described iri Section Vi the resonance is innocuous in absence of tune modulation or when crossed repeatedly at the synchrotron oscillation frequency (200Hz). A low-frequency ripple causes a reduction in the beam lifetime. 38
